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With all six of its indexed brands netting top 10 rankings in L2's latest report, Starwood
Hotels and Resorts demonstrates that portfolios can evenly employ digital innovations
across brands.

T he report depicts the increasingly complex digital landscape that hotel brands must
navigate and argues that digital proficiency is a major differentiating factor. As travel
firms, search engines and marketplaces pursue larger shares of the travel market, hotels
will be pressed to keep guests from defecting.
"Brands are experiencing pressure from many different angles," said Ashley T olbert, lead
researcher of the report, New York. "Online travel agencies, metasearch and new players
like AirBnB and Hotel T onight. In efforts to keep guests on their site, brands have
increasingly integrated reviews directly within the property pages and have ramped up use
of inspirational destination content.
"However, brands still struggle to manage their 'frenemy' relationship with OT As," she
said. "No brand within the index was able to achieve an average top five rank in search

results on Expedia, Booking.com or Orbitz.
"Similarly, OT As are giving brands a run for their money on metasearch sites. On average,
94 percent of first page booking listings on Kayak are from OT As. Given the influence of
search on travel planning, Google Carousel shows a light of hope as, on average, 59
percent of brands show up in the top eight Carousel results with room to grow in
optimization of Hotel Price Ads."
T he "Digital IQ Index: Prestige Hotels" report assesses the digital competence of 66
Luxury, Upper Upscale and Upscale hotel. L2 ranks brands according to the following
criteria: 30 percent Web site and ecommerce, 30 percent digital marketing, 10 percent
social media and 30 percent mobile.
Improving Web sites
Consumers spend less time on indexed brand Web sites than on channels such as
Booking.com, Expedia and Priceline, which, along with Google, are siphoning serious
booking revenue. Another major disruptor, AirBnB, holds consumers on its Web site for
nearly three times as long as the average brand site.

Listings on AirBnB
Hotel sites also have higher bounce rates. Brands do have the upper hand in some areas,
though. For instance, a report by Google found that 77 percent of consumers turn to brand
Web sites for travel planning, compared to 52 percent that turn to online travel agencies.
Consumers also maintain engagement with hotel sites more regularly throughout the
travel research process than they do with metasearch engines and OT As, according to a
report by comScore and Expedia Media Solutions.

From Four Seasons' "Extraordinary Experiences Collection"
T o further capitalize on this travel planning tendency, a third of the studied brands
launched new Web sites since last year's report that improve the experiential nature of
visits.
Most of these Web sites include editorial content, lush images and localized information.
For instance, T he Peninsula Hotels revamped its Web site with a cleaner look that
consolidates information and emphasizes visual content. T he new site espouses the
popular trends of an airy feel, fewer pages and plenty of images (see story).

Peninsula's redesigned Web site
More brand sites overall have adopted local information, links to attractions, concierge
tips and contact info and curated itineraries.
While consumers may find the enhanced content enjoyable and informative, search
functions, which can lead to bookings, generally fail to meet consumer preferences.
Consumers cite price, proximity to key attractions and online reviews as the top
influencing factors when booking a room. However, 41 percent of brands allow
consumers to filter by price, 36 percent by destination and 2 percent by rating.
Brands are working to increase transactions through a variety of streamlining tactics.
Eighty-six percent of studied brands provide personal information auto-fill, 68 percent
offer mid-booking date modification and 65 percent offer reliable customer service.

Ninety percent of consumers say that guest reviews are important to their travel decisions
and 61 percent of brand Web sites now feature consumer reviews, up from 24 percent in
2013.
Inflate or deflate
Starwood's W Hotel received the top ranking in this year's report because of its highly
functional app, search visibility across traditional search and metasearch
and incorporation of user-generated content on its Web sites.
St. Regis earned the fourth best score mainly because of its "best-in-class mobile site
experience." T he Luxury Collection came in ninth because of localized, influencer-driven
content and a brand Web site experience in nine languages.
Four Seasons rounded out the top 10 on the strength of its social media presence.
Dorchester Collection rose 51 percent into average territory from the year-ago period,
while Mandarin Oriental dropped 41 percent to average during the same period.
"Mobile has emerged as an opportunity for brands to differentiate themselves and drive
direct sales," Ms. T olbert said. "Since last year, brands have ramped up their mobile
strategies, and today, almost 90 percent of brands offer a site.
"What is surprising here, however, is the lag in customization for non-English markets is
not accelerating at the same pace," she said. "For example, only 57 percent of brands that
have a Chinese desktop site have a mobile equivalent.
"Fairmont has done a great job here. Starwood brands have leveraged their scale to set a
high bar in this regard. T heir mobile sites are offered in all nine languages offered via
desktop and have enabled impressive functionality across the portfolio."
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